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1.  Though Ramesh has not done anything remarkable till now but his 

parents always boast about his achievements to everyone. 

 A. yet his parents always boast of 

 B. but his parents always boast of 

 C. his parents always boast about 

 D. his parents always boast of 

 E. No improvement required 

2.  The collateral damage which happening and resulting in actual 

investment portfolio for many investors, has been a major concern. 

 A. has been happening and resulting of 

 B. is happening and results in 

 C. is happening and resulting in 

 D. is happening and resulting  

 E. No improvement required 

3.  The board of the bank will seek approval from the shareholders in 

it’s annual general meeting to be held on July 13. 

 A. for the shareholders in its annual general 

 B. from the shareholders in its annually general 

 C. from the shareholders in its annual general 

 D. of the shareholders in its annual general 

 E. No improvement required 

4.  When my father took my new branded car to garage, the 

inexperienced mechanic used the jack and wrench to fix it.   

 A. a jack and wrench 

 B. the jack and the wrench 

 C. Jack and wrench 

 D. a jack wrench  

 E. No improvement required 

5.  Had I rich, I would have helped and done a lot for the 

underprivileged section of the society. 

 A. If I were B. If I had been 

 C. If had I been D. Had I been 

 E. NCR 

 

 

6.  After the medical examination, he got to know that his blood sugar 

level was alarming low and he had to be hospitalized immediately. 

 A. was alarming and low B. was alarming lowly 

 C. were alarmingly low D. was alarmingly low 

 E. No improvement required 

7.  Our armed forces has played an important role in the nation’s 

defence and our magnificent past is replete of numerous counts of 

bravery and determination in the face of odds. 

 A. replete of numerous accounts  

 B. replete with numerous account 

 C. replete with numerous occasion 

 D. replete by various accounts  

 E. No improvement required 

8.  The government claiming to have launch the first ever laboratory 

for DNA profiling of the criminals in the premises of the Central 

Forensic Sciences Laboratory in Chandigarh. 

 A. claimed to be launched B. claims to have a launch 

 C. claim to be launching D. claims to have launched 

 E. No Correction required 

9.  The Constitution abolished untouchability through Article 17 and 

did not abolish the caste system even though it is the cause of 

untouchability. 

 A. consequently did not abolish the caste system even though it is the 

 B. notwithstanding did not abolish the caste system even though it is 

the 

 C. but likewise did not abolish the caste system even though it is the 

 D. Furthermore did not abolish the caste system even though it is the 

 E. No improvement required 

10.  Even as India get sets to kick out new laws from 1st May 2019 

protecting the guidelines of the TRAI, many other countries also are 

following the same trend. 

 A. gets set to kick out B. get sets to be kicked around 

 C. gets set to kick in D. get setting to kick up  

 E. No Correction Required  
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